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MISSION STATEMENT:
The Florida Holocaust Museum honors the memory of millions 
of innocent men, women and children who suffered or died in 
the Holocaust. The Museum is dedicated to teaching the 
members of all races and cultures the inherent worth and 
dignity of human life in order to prevent future genocides.

VISION STATEMENT:
The Florida Holocaust Museum is a leader in developing and 
delivering unique strategies empowering people to make 
positive change in the world.

One of three Holocaust museums in the US accredited by the American Alliance of Museums



Bringing Local, State, 
National and International 
Arts & Culture to Pinellas 
County

• Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolph 
Eichmann 

• The Holocaust by Bullets

• Bill Graham and the Rock & Roll Revolution

• Beaches, Benches & Boycotts: The Civil Rights 
Movement in Tampa Bay

• This Light of Ours: Activist Photographers of the 
Civil Rights Movement

• Nazi Persecution of Homosexuals

• The Last Goodbye Virtual Reality Experience



We are small but Our 
Footprint is Large

• During FY18-19, we directly engaged 
more than 215,000 people inside and 
outside Museum walls.

• Our traveling exhibitions, adult and 
student programs, and online 
resources and activities are in 
demand throughout Florida and 
across the country. 



Challenges

• Magnetometers and other security screening 
takes place after visitors enter the Museum.

• Entrance doors open wide, allowing visitors to 
walk into the Museum unimpeded through 
the Museum’s exit, bypassing security. 

• Design of the front entrance and stairs allow 
for people to lurk outside security camera 
angles.

• People with mobility challenges must enter 
through the back entrance and walk through 
the Museum before reaching security.

• Large packages must enter through the back 
entrance and be walked through the Museum 
before reaching security.

• Museum staff continues to receive phone 
calls from potential visitors regarding security.

• Signage “No Guns or Weapons allowed in the 
Museum” is posted prominently but Museum 
guards consistently find weapons on visitors 
as well as in backpacks, briefcases, and 
clothing. 

• When protests or demonstrations occur in 
front of the Museum, school children need to 
be escorted through the protesters, requiring 
assistance from the St Petersburg Police Dept. 

• Threats and actions against institutions 
perceived as Jewish continues to rise. 

• The Museum is located in the heart of 
downtown St Petersburg.  Threats to the 
Museum impact the businesses, restaurants 
and hotels that surround it. 



Solutions

• Law Enforcement consultants, including Homeland 
Security, concur that a redesign of the front entrance 
that includes the following is necessary:

• All visitors pass through security before entering 
the Museum

• Secure entrance for school children

• All visitors enter through the same entrance



Opportunities

• While the main goal is to ensure a more secure environment for 
students and other visitors, other opportunities exist to
• Make the Museum a more attractive and welcoming experience for visitors

• Allow for more external and internal signage 

• Allow for local attraction information

• Once more detailed drawings are in process, we would like to work 
with VSPC to determine how best to integrate appropriate marketing 
- optimal to both our organizations and visitor experience.











• Allocation from the State 

• City intention to match County’s allocation with payment in Q1 of  
FY2020-21 budget

• Proposals out to two private major donors with other sections of 
funding plan in process

• Project Management 
• Owner’s Representative: Judah Rubin

• Staff: Ron Borsellino, Director of Operations

• Board: Josh Bomstein, Vice Chair, Operations

• Ready to dialogue with VSPC about recognition and opportunities



Thank you for your support


